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1 Some Remarks on Formal Methods from a
Security Perspective
Dependable IT-systems [11] of relevant size can only
be built if all dependability attributes have a clear meaning. This meaning must be consistent both with the common understanding of the people building and using the ITsystem, and with the tools they use and the development
process they adhere to. Therefore, a formal meaning of all
dependability attributes is needed which is compatible with
the usual refinement process of systems engineering.
Consider the meaning of security attributes. Some relationships with established formal notions are clear whereas
others are not understood so well. Confidentiality, integrity,
and availability are seen as the generic properties of security [17, 5]. Some authors propose to add accountability
as a fourth one [4], others propose to refine confidentiality, integrity and availability according to the kind of information they relate to [18]. Then, e.g. accountability can
be interpreted as an integrity property concerning the circumstances of an action, anonymity can be interpreted as a
confidentiality property concerning the circumstances of a
communication, and so on.
The relationship between the security attributes integrity
and availability, and formal notions compatible with refinement is roughly clear. For terminating computations,
integrity corresponds to partial correctness, and availability corresponds to assured termination combined with sufficient computational resources to fulfill real-time requirements. Integrity and availability together correspond to total
correctness and sufficient computational resources. For re-

active systems, integrity means that the defined processes
satisfy certain required predicates, and availability corresponds to fairness and liveness combined with sufficient
computational resources.
To date, the relationship between confidentiality and formal notions of refinement is less well understood. One of
the reasons is that a possibilistic framework is not enough
to prove security in general and confidentiality in particular. Such a framework only makes it possible to find some
security flaws. To positively prove security, a probabilistic
framework is needed.
An Example: Protocol Verification Consider the state
of the art of (cryptographic) “protocol verification”. Approaches such as specially designed logics to describe and
analyse protocols [3], and approaches that use proving techniques such as model checking [12] or interactive theorem
proving [14] all have several deficiencies in common.
First, their verdict is based on a possibilistic analysis
only. They may find flaws in protocols that definitely compromise a secret to an adversary. They will usually not complain about a protocol that leaks sufficient information for
an adversary to deduce a secret with a probability of 99.9%.
From a practical point of view, however, the latter protocol
is as insecure as the former.
Second, the notion of security against which a protocol
is analyzed usually remains implicit in the definition of the
analysis. Therefore, it is unclear what positive reassurance
a protocol “verification” that does not find a flaw in a given
protocol actually establishes. One of the reasons for this
kind of vagueness is that a possibilistic framework does not

suffice to characterize security properties. Another reason is
that security requirements – and those related to confidentiality in particular – often involve implicitly negative arguments: “the system is allowed to do only what is explicitly
required – and nothing else”.
Security properties which are not achieved perfectly may
be even harder to prove than perfect ones, but these nonperfect security properties are often the best you can achieve
in practice. Then, counting arguments of equally probable
possibilities are not enough.
Very large and varying numbers of participants may participate in future protocols. In addition, the security property to be proved may depend on the number of participants
and even the development of their number. Nearly all security protocols providing anonymity properties in general
and anonymous communication in particular are of that nature.
Future protocol runs may be long lived in the sense that
in the midst of the protocol run, some participants may get
dishonest (e.g. their Windows ME machine gets subverted),
but others get honest (e.g. they re-install their Windows
operating system and application software and disable ActiveX).
It is not enough to specify all security properties a protocol is intended to achieve, but in addition the complete
environment, in particular all security relevant assumptions,
have to be specified. If this is not done, you neither can hope
that security can be proved nor that security protocols are
compositional. An example what happens if relevant properties of the environment are ignored is a ”secure” remote
login protocol (SSH), which transmits each keystroke of the
human user in a separate message immediately: Even when
all crypto is perfect (probabilistic encryption), the mere timing of the messages sent gives an attacker information he
can exploit – the time intervals between messages correspond to the time intervals between keystrokes – and the
time intervals give, when observed long enough and analyzed cleverly, all characters typed with significant probability. That way, an attacker gets valuable information on
all passwords and on all pass phrases, e.g. to unlock cryptographic keys.

2 Ingredients for Security-Aware Software
Engineering

While the formalisms and tools of the formal methods community are reasonably well suited for developing
safety-critical systems, much is lacking to really support the
development of secure IT-systems.

2.1 Specification
We need languages to express the specific requirements
concerned with security. In our established formal languages (model-based or algebraic specification languages,
process calculi, statecharts, etc.) – and also in not-so-formal
modeling notations such as UML – one will search in vain
for means to express protection goals and to model the capabilities of possible adversaries. A clear understandig of
both is the key to assessing the appropriateness of security
mechanisms with respect to the requirements for a given ITsystem.
It is also not clear what a suitable semantic domain for
such languages should be. As we have argued in the preceeding section, probabilistic models are necessary to really capture the meaning of confidentiality properties. If we
take into account that some aspects of integrity, e.g. mutually establishing the authenticity of principals in protocols
for e-commerce, are implemented using cryptographic tools
such as authentication systems, it is clear that probabilistic
arguments are also necessary for other aspects of security
than confidentiality.

2.2 Refinement
Of course, just formally specifying the security requirements of an IT-system is not enough. For critical requirements, a rigorous notion of what it means that an implementation faithfully realizes those requirements is needed.
Then, we can develop methods and tools to help demonstrate that an implemented system actually fulfils the security requirements, expressed as protection goals, against an
adversary described by a suitable adversary model.

3 State of Formal Methods Research in Security
Much of current research of the formal methods community on security related topics addresses protocol verification [3, 12, 14]. Although, as we have argued above, “protocol falsification” might be a more suitable name for that
branch of research, it does provide some insight in designs
of secure protocols because tool-supported analyses using
model checking or theorem proving can find non-obvious
flaws that human inspection may not be able to find.
Another branch of research considers the implementation of security mechanisms such as authentication protocols, e.g. for the CORBA authentication service in the context of component based software engineering [2]. This
work addresses the internal consistency of security mechanisms (“Is the service specification contradictory?”), and it
can support demonstrating that an implementation is a functionally correct refinement of a service specification. It can-
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not, however, demonstrate that an implementation does not
contain a “trojan horse” that allows an adversary to circumvent the protection that the service is design to establish.
Little research focusses on notions of “secure refinement”. Roscoe et. al. [15] have shown how non-interference
[1, 6, 7] can be preserved by refinement for deterministic
systems.
Mantel [13] considers the preservation of information
flow properties under refinement. It is well-known that
CSP-style refinement does not preserve information flow
properties in general [9]. Mantel shows how refinement
operators tailored for specific information flow properties
can modify an intended refinement such that the resulting
refinement preserves the given flow property. Working topdown from the specification to an implementation, the refinement operators may lead to concrete specifications that
are practically hard to implement, because the changes in
the refinement they induce are hard to predict and may not
be easy to realize in an implementation.
Jürjens [10] uses stream processing functions to model
systems. He defines a notion of secrecy which is only necessary in the sense that it does not prevent implicit information flows. His condition is also only necessary because
an observing adversary gains a secret either completely or
not at all. Jürjens does not consider that an adversary may
gain information about the secret in a probabilistic sense.
He identifies conditions under which certain refinement operators on stream processing functions preserve his notion
of secrecy.

4 Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement – A
First Step to Probabilistic Secure Refinements
As a first step towards a formally based refinement technique for secure systems that takes probabilities into account, we have developed a definition of confidentialitypreserving refinement [8]. To specify confidentiality properties we use a system model illustrated in Figure 1 for the
case of a communication system between a sender and a receiver communicating over an untrusted network. We specify a system for which confidentiality is an important re-

quirement by a pair of a process and a window channel. We
use CSP extended with a probabilistic choice operator to
specify processes.
Definition 1 (System, Window)
A system specification S
Q w is a pair of a process
definition Q and a distinguished channel w
Q, called
the window of S.
The window channel w models the information flow
from the system to an adversary. Observing the channel
w, the adversary gains information about the system. Any
distinction the adversary can make about the internal state
of the system based on the observations on w is information that the system does not keep confidential. Conversely,
the system keeps confidential any aspect of its behavior
that an adversary cannot distinguish by observing w. We
formally capture that confidentiality property by defining
equivalences over system traces.
Definition 2 (Indistinguishability)
Let S
Q w be a system specification. Let win be the
function projecting traces in tracesQ to traces of Q 
Q  w, i.e. to the sequences of events on the window w. Two traces s t tracesQ are indistinguishable iff
the projections to w are equal:
st

 win s

win t

In the transition from an abstract to a concrete system
specification, the interpretation of a window changes: The
window of an abstract system specifies what information
is allowed to be visible to the outside world. The window
of a concrete system specifies what information cannot be
hidden from the environment.
Here, a purely logical argument is insufficient because it
is not enough to ask whether a distinction in the concrete
system definitely allows an observer to distinguish confidential data, but we must describe whether such a distinction provides more information 1 about the confidential data
than the abstract window reveals. Therefore, we consider
the respective probabilities of internal data that may cause
a particular observable behavior on a window. Figure 2 illustrates our approach to formalizing that probabilistic argument:
Let r and s be two abstract traces that are indistinguishable with respect to the window. According to R, trace r
can be represented by the concrete traces v and w, and trace
s can be represented by the concrete traces x and y, where v
and x as well as w and y are indistinguishable by observing
the concrete window. For keeping r and s indistinguishable
in the concrete system, we must require that the probability
that r is represented by v be the same as the probability that
1 Note

that information is a probabilistic notion [16].
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Figure 2. Probabilistic concretization and indistinguishability
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s is represented by x. If this were not the case, an adversary
might be able to gain information whether r or s happened
on the abstract layer: if the probability that r is represented
by v is greater than the probability that s is represented by
x, for an adversary, the observation of some element t  c v
increases the probability of r with respect to s.
The following definition reflects this argument: A
confidentiality-preserving refinement is one that  is a
usual behavioral and data refinement of the processes describing a system, and  it (probabilistically) preserves
the indistinguishability of system traces.
Definition 3 (Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement)
Let A Qa w and C Qc w be two system specifications. Let a be the observational equivalence in A (wrt. w),
c be the observational equivalence in C (wrt. w), and let
Pc be the probability distribution on tracesQ c . The system
C is a confidentiality-preserving refinement of the system A
iff there exists a retrieve relation R mapping the data of C to
the data of A with inverse R ½ such that:

1. Qc is a behavioral refinement of Q a ,
i.e. Qa  w R Qc  w, and
2.

r s  tracesQa  t  tracesQc  r a s
PR ½ ´rµ u c t PR ½ ´sµ v c t

In Definition 3, the probability P R ½ ´rµ u c t is the
probability of choosing u R ½ r such that u is indistinguishable from the given trace t of Q c . For different traces
r and s of Qa , the sets of possible implementations R ½ r
and R ½ s of r and s, respectively, may be different. Therefore, the probability distributions P R ½ ´rµ and PR ½ ´sµ can be
different, too.
Properties of Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement
Confidentiality-preserving refinement is transitive [8]. Unfortunately, in general, it is not compositional, i.e. if C is a
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Figure 3. Confidentiality-preserving refinement is not compositional

confidentiality-preserving refinement of A and we use A in
a context K A, then it is in general not true that K C is a
confidentiality-preserving refinement of K A. The example in Figure 3 illustrates that observation.
In the abstract system, the component A ½ specifies a secure communication service. It lets its environment observe the length of messages transmitted from channel in
to channel out, but no other information about the content
of messages. The implementation C ½ is a confidentialitypreserving refinement of A ½ . It randomly chooses keys k
with equal probabilities to conceal the messages transmitted
over the network. An adversary can observe the cipertext
cipherin k, which will reveal the lenght of the message
but nothing else about its content.
In the context shown in Figure 3, replacing A ½ by C½
does not preserve confidentiality, because the channel aux,
which is of no use in A ½ , is data-refined by C ½ to transmit the
keys k to the second subsystem. That system makes the key
visible to the environment over its window channel w ¾ and
thus compromises the confidentiality requirement of A ½ .

5 Conclusions
We have argued that probabilistic definitions are necessary to capture security aspects (in particular confidentiality) in formal notions of refinement. We have proposed a
definition of confidentiality-preserving refinement, which

we consider the starting point of more research into secure
refinement. It remains to find sufficient (or better: necessary
and sufficient) conditions for such a refinement to be compositional. It is also clear that our definition is too strong
for many cryptographic systems used in practice, because
those systems are (inevitably) insecure in exponentially few
cases. We are working on a variation of our notion of refinement that will accept those systems without admitting
“truely” insecure refinements.
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